


Kamaro’an 

Inspired by Taiwanese indigenous culture, 
Kamaro’an explores natural materials and delicate 
craftsmanship through simplistic designs.  

We believe in both creativity and precision that 
hands can bring to life. 



The name Kamaro’an originates from Pangcah, an 
indigenous language which means “the place to live.”  

Our concept is to provide culturally-related 
employments in Hualien to attract youths to come 
home.   

Each of our products is crafted by the local indigenous 
weavers. 



Umbrella Sedge Series



The umbrella sedges can only grow in clean water, and it takes four to six months to harvest them.  It is a 
traditional plant material in the coastal indigenous woven culture. As craftsman Sumi Dongi removes the skin of 
the sedge stem, she tries to avoid mildew problems, hence making the mats more delicate in nature. 

By collaborating with Sumi Dongi, we weave umbrella sedges on structural metal frames to create lightings and 
stationery with modern forms. This allows the crafts to be produced in small-scale systems.

Umbrella Sedge Series







Woven Series



The rattan peel that is pliable but strong 
was once the best weaving material in 
the indigenous culture. The one thread 
weaving makes the knot unbreakable 
and is commonly used in tightening 
stone pestles. 

Kamaro’an and the indigenous weaving 
craftsman Rara Dongi use genuine 
tanned leather that has the same 
material characteristic as the rattan peel 
to do the one thread weaving.  We 
develop structural leather cutting, 
bringing the weavings new functions 
and revealing its original beauty.

Woven Series











Following the ancient Pangcah wisdom of living in harmony with the earth, the shapes of mountain and ocean are hidden 
in Kamaro’an. The Kamaro’an room presents by Home Hotel Da-an, invites traveler to immerse themselves in the world of 
umbrella sedge, driftwood and weaving originated from eastern Taiwan.

Kamaro’an at Home Hotel



2017 Maison et Objet Paris 
"Rising Asian Talents” 

2016 Creative Expo Taiwan 
"Winners” 

2015 Shopping Design Best 100  
"Best Original Brand"

Awards



Exhibitions

2017.09 Maison et Objet Paris 
2017.09 Tokyo International Gift Show 
2017.04 Creative Expo Taiwan 
2016.10 Big+BIH Thailand 
2016.09 Maison et Objet Paris 
2016.07 Design Tokyo 
2016.04 Creative Expo Taiwan 
2015.10 Taiwan Designers' Week 



Stocklists



Prints

Umbrella Sedge Series, 
Taiwan Creative Expo Invitation

Moonlight Ocean,  
one of the most beautiful legends of Taiwan’s east coast.



Contact / info@kamaroan.com 
Website / www.kamaroan.com  
Office / 973 花蓮縣吉安鄉吉祥三街9號

mailto:info@kamaroan.com
http://www.kamaroan.com

